Scioto SWCD Native
Wildflower Mix
1.

BLACK EYED SUSAN

2.

LEMON MINT

3.

COMMON MILKWEED

4.

OX EYE SUNFLOWER

5.

NEW ENGLAND ASTER

6.

BUTTERFLYWEED

7.

NODDING WILD RYE

8.

GREAT LOBELIA

9.

LITTLE BLUESTEM
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10. PARTRIDGE PEA
11. RATTLESNAKE MASTER
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12. LANCELEAF COREOPSIS
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13. WILD BERGAMOT
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14. ROUNDHEADED BUSHCLOVER
15. STIFF GOLDENROD
16. INDIAN BLANKET
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17. VIRGINIA MOUNTAIN MINT
18. SIDE OATS GAMMA
19. YELLOW CONEFLOWER
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20. FOXGLOVE BEARDTOUNGE
21. PURPLE CONEFLOWER
22. OHIO SPIDERWORT
23. GOLDEN ALEXANDERS
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Planting Guidelines
Site Selection
These seeds are for native prairies
and prefer full sun. The seed mix does include wild native grasses as well, so choose
a site that can be grassy as well as full of
wildflowers.

Site Preparation
Begin preparing your chosen site by
removing existing plants and grasses. It is
recommended to till under the area several
times to kill off the existing plant life. Herbicides can be used if you desire. For information about herbicide options call Scioto
SWCD.

Planting
Since seeds are so small, we recommend mixing seeds with flour or cornstarch
to make broadcasting more visible. Broadcast seeds over area by hand cross over area
twice with seed mixture to ensure good coverage. Press the seeds into the soil with a roller or by simply stomping them in with your
feet.

Coverage Options

“Once in a golden hour,
I cast to earth a seed,
And up there grew a flower,
That others called a weed.”
― Alfred Tennyson

Pollinator
Recovery
Initiative

The recommended seeding rate is
15lbs per square acre. However these seeds
will establish themselves quickly after a season or two. In order to cover a larger area
you may choose to seed strips of ground
throughout the site.

Maintenance
Native plants require little effort to
maintain. The site should not need watered as
the rainfall should serve it well. In the
spring after a full growing season it is recommended to mow the area back to allow sunlight for the new growth to begin on the surface.
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